B cell immune responses initiate after recognition of foreign or self antigen, often but not always in the context of an innate immune stimulus (eg, due to infection) or adjuvant (as in a vaccination). This process typically begins in B cell zones including the follicular areas of secondary lymphoid tissues and the marginal zone of the B cell.
| INTRODUC TI ON
B cell immune responses initiate after recognition of foreign or self antigen, often but not always in the context of an innate immune stimulus (eg, due to infection) or adjuvant (as in a vaccination). This process typically begins in B cell zones including the follicular areas of secondary lymphoid tissues and the marginal zone of the B cell.
Recognition of Ag by BCR initially leads to B cell activation that triggers chemokine receptor modulation and relocation to T zone/red pulp border areas, locations at which activated B cells could encounter cognate activated T cells.
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Canonically, the response continues at this site with T-B interactions leading to mutual activation, proliferation, and differentiation.
Within a few days, a portion of dividing B cells differentiates into short-lived plasmablasts that secrete antibody while also continuing to divide and interact with T cells. Also around this time, a fraction of both dividing B cells and T cells reenter nearby follicles and continue to interact and differentiate toward germinal center (GC) phenotypes, ultimately generating the GC response comprised of GC B cells (GCBC) and T follicular helper cells (T FH ), both of which express the signature transcription factor (TF) BCL6. 3, 4 Meanwhile, within a few days, the initial response at the T-B border decays and the shortlived plasmablasts die off.
Within the GC, T-B interactions continue while AID-driven somatic hypermutation of IgV regions is fully induced, 5-7 resulting in nearly every daughter cell having at least one sequence difference from the parent. This diversity forms the substrate for Ag-driven selection, which may be mediated by a combination of signals from both BCR and T cell help. [8] [9] [10] [11] The latter reads out the ability of GCBC to effectively present Ag that is captured through the BCR. Via cycles of mutation, selection, and division, clones with increased affinity-as well as increased intraclonal diversity-evolve and expand within the GC. 12,13 A small fraction of GCBC differentiates into longlived progeny: memory B cells (MBC) and long-lived plasma cells.
Interestingly, recent work shows that MBC are formed during the early part of the response, including before the GC even forms, while long-lived plasma cells form only at the latter part of the GC reaction, when GCBC have more mutations and overall higher affinity.
14 Notably, the GC reaction also spins off some short-lived PCs earlier in the process.
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This canonical pathway has overshadowed in terms of scientific attention several alternative immune response pathways that have also been long known but less well studied
15
; in fact, these pathways may be much more commonly engaged in pathogen and vaccine responses than is typically thought to be the case. These responses are loosely termed "extrafollicular," since they represent the persistence of the initial response that had started outside of the follicle. In cases of certain infections, for example Salmonella, these EF responses can last for weeks in the absence of a GC response. 
| S PECIFI C TOPIC S AND THEME S
This volume has assembled reviews from many contributors to our understanding of these modes of B cell response. They can be grouped loosely together based on specific subtopics as well as with respect to some global themes. The figure ( Figure 1 )
This article introduces a series of reviews covering the topic of Germinal Center and Extrafollicular Immune Responses appearing in Volume 288 of Immunological Reviews.
represents how the reviews relate to these aspects of the B cell immune response and its malignant transformation. The stages or processes on which each review focuses are indicated on the cartoon, with some reviews appearing in multiple places. This "visual abstract" will allow the reader interested in a particular aspect to direct oneself to the relevant reviews. Below we further detail some of these topics and global themes. With apologies to co-authors who are fully credited in the reviews themselves, for clarity here we will refer to the senior authors of each article as the singular writer. 
| The GC itself: a B cell and T cell perspective

| The role of T cell help
Multiple 
| Noncanonical types of responses and outcomes
As alluded to, not all B cell responses take the GC path. Indeed, 
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The mechanisms by which GC-derived lymphomas arise, and how that relates both to lymphoma heterogeneity and subtypes as well as to normal GCBC biology, are the subjects of four reviews in this 
| Overarching themes
In addition to the perspective of cellular differentiation as just discussed, it is interesting to view the collection of reviews in this volume in terms of processes that they discuss (Table 1) .
